COILTEK’S NEW ELITE
INNOVATION.

The 14" Elite Mono coil, giving your SD, GP and GPX detectors a
new lease on life. More sensitive, more depth! Go grab yourself
a new Coiltek Elite Mono!
Thanks for making an awesome coil the 14" Elite Mono. I couldn’t be happier.
So impressed with the sensitivity and response this coil gives, from tiny little gold nuggets
weighing less than 0.1g to the thumper I found at 618g.
I found the 618 gram next to surfacing under the mullock the old timers threw out.
Well when I picked it up, there was no doubt that this was gold, the weight gave it away.
I was stunned!!!! This nugget is the biggest I have ever found.
I also found a 40 g nugget nearby. It was that loud a sound that I thought it was rubbish
and actually tried to kick it away. It turned out it was a foot down and was laying on its
side in the ground.

– Tony

Okay man the 14" Elite Mono did it again! At a depth of 24" I had
a very loud signal, it turned out to be a huge quartz specimen.
The initial Boulder had over 3 ounces of gold in it.
This coil is amazing, so deep and so sensitive. I have more than two
dozen other small gold/quartz specimens. I know many other coils of
the same size would have missed the small amount of gold in them.
Thank you for a great coil!

– Darren

My first opportunity to get out with the new Coiltek 14" Elite Mono Coil was
a success. Not only did I find smaller targets others missed and even a couple
deep pieces of trash, I also found the heavy yellow metal. When the trip was
done, I ended up finding 8 nuggets for a total weight of 13.8 grams... and
they were found in a wash that others had detected many times before. All in
all, I really like this coil a lot and am looking forward to getting many more
hours out in the gold fields with it!
It ticks all the right boxes for what I look for in a coil and more. Thanks for
another fantastic product and giving us more options to find gold.

– Scott

11" & 17x11" ELITE COIL SIZES NOW AVAILABLE WITH A NEW 18" COMING SOON!
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We provide a full
2 year warranty
on all of our
manufactured coils.
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